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Abstract
The increasing prevalence of location-aware mobile devices such as car-navigation sys-
tems, phones and cameras provides a wealth of location information about a person, which 
can be used to build up a personal gazetteer for the device owner. The main technology em-
ployed for determining device location is GPS and classically the loss of the GPS signal at 
the device is interpreted as identifying places to include in the personal gazetteer. However, 
in densely built-up areas GPS data is often very dirty, with frequent loss of signal due to an  
insufficient number of satellites visible, and which do not indicate an actual place. In this 
paper heuristics for improving the quality of GPS log data are investigated and their impact 
on the personal gazetteer derived from the GPS data is evaluated.
1 Introduction
The number of location-aware, mobile devices is steadily increasing, with Phones, cameras, 
PDAs being enhanced with GPS receivers. The fact that the device always knows where it  
is, can be used to provide location based services to the user as described in SCHILLER AND 
VOISARD (2004). The main problem with this is stated by NIVALA AND SARJAKOSKI (2004) that 
all data-providers are interested in pushing their data an the user can easily be overwhelmed 
by the plethora of information.
To reduce the information overload, the device needs to be able to select those service ad-
vertisements that are relevant to the user. This selection would be based on a personal gaz-
etteer, which stores the places that are important to the user. Such personal gazetteers are  
either defined directly by the user, automatically extracted from spatio-temporal logs 
provided by the device, or sometimes hybrid solutions of the two methods are used as in 
FROEHLICH ET AL (2006). Classically in spatio-temporal logs based on GPS data, places are 
detected based on when the GPS signal is lost, as in MARMASSE AND SCHAMNDT (2000) or 
ZHOU ET AL (2004). This is sometimes extended by other machine-learning techniques such 
as in PATTERSON ET AL (2003) and LIAO ET AL (2004). Unfortunately in heavily built-up areas, 
such as city centres, all these techniques share their susceptibility to large numbers of incor-
rectly detected places, as the urban canyons lead to frequent loss-of-signal events that do  
not indicate actual, relevant places. While clustering as in ASHBROOK AND STARNER (2002) re-
duces the number of such places, we feel that a more thorough data-cleaning approach is re -
quired.
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2 Data cleaning
The goal of the initial data cleaning step is to improve the quality of the GPS data, which 
then reduces the error rate of the place detection. Non-place-related loss-of-signal events  
need to be removed, and to clean up these split tracks two spatio-temporal heuristics have 
been developed, that can detect those tracks that actually represent one trip and then merge 
them. These loss-of-signal events in urban canyons can be split into two cases, where the 
signal is lost briefly due to buildings, and longer signal-loss events caused by tunnels or 
other enclosed pathways.
For the short loss-of-signal events, a simple heuristic based on the distance (less than 
100m) and time (less than 60 seconds) between the last point of the first track and the first 
point of the second track is used to determine whether the two tracks should be merged. To 
detect longer loss-of-signal events, a second heuristic based on the method-of-transport  
(MOT) is employed. The MOT is calculated for both tracks and then also for the space  
between the two tracks. If the MOT for all three parts is the same and the time between the  
the two tracks is less than 30 minutes, the two tracks are merged.
4 Evaluation
The results of the cleaning heuristics' application to a test data-set can be seen in Table 1. 
The test data-set was collected over four weeks in a heavily built-up urban environment and 
the evaluation is based on a manually logged list of places.
Place detection within both the raw and the cleaned data-sets is performed using two met -
rics. Loss-of-signal indicated by the end of a GPS track is the main method employed. Ad-
ditionally places are detected where the movement of the GPS device is restricted to a cer -
tain area for a given amount of time. The places detected by these two methods are then 
clustered using a slightly modified DBSCAN algorithm (see ESTER ET AL (1996) and SANDER 
ET AL (1998)) that takes these two place-types into account. The result of the clustering is  
then compared to the user-generated evaluation data-set.
Table 1: Evaluation results for the three detection strategies. The test set has 36 places  
specified by the user.




Negative Precision Recall F-score
No cleaning 25 41 11 0.38 0.69 0.49
Cleaning 25 23 11 0.52 0.69 0.6
Table 1 shows that adding the cleaning step to the place detection algorithm, almost halves 
the number of false-positives and increases precision to a point where it is possible to use 
the results for further processing. The remaining false-positives and false-negatives are cur-
rently being analysed to determine why they are not either filtered or not detected at all.
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5 Discussion
Personal gazetteers mined from GPS logs, using loss-of-signal as a place indicator, often  
contain a large number of incorrectly identified places, especially when used in heavily  
built-up urban areas, due to frequent non place-related loss-of-signal events. The heuristics 
presented in this paper make it possible to cut down on the number of incorrectly identified 
places, but are not able to remove all incorrectly identified places. Further analysis of these 
incorrectly identified places has revealed that in many cases inaccuracies in the original 
GPS data are the cause and that further heuristics are required to improve the results. Future  
work and discussion will thus focus on how the existing heuristics can be improved to re-
move more loss-of-signal events, and also on what new heuristics could be applied to filter  
out those cases where inaccuracies in the original data are the source. Additionally we are 
in the process of acquiring GPS logs for more users to improve the reliability of our evalu-
ation process and also to analyse whether it is necessary to tailor the various algorithms to 
the individual users or to groups of users.
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